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I requested a quote for I requested a quote for 
our ceremony which will 
I requested a quote for 
our ceremony which will our ceremony which will 
take place a year from 
our ceremony which will 
take place a year from take place a year from 
now and received this 
take place a year from 
now and received this now and received this 
reply from [business reply from [business reply from [business 
name]: “We are already 
reply from [business 
name]: “We are already name]: “We are already 
booked for the month of 
name]: “We are already 
booked for the month of booked for the month of 

Source: Abridged review of party rental store on Yelp Source: Abridged review of party rental store on Yelp 
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May 2015 with an annual May 2015 with an annual 
event that we commit to. 
May 2015 with an annual 
event that we commit to. event that we commit to. 
We refer clients to [other We refer clients to [other We refer clients to [other 
business] in [city].” 
We refer clients to [other 
business] in [city].” business] in [city].” 
 
business] in [city].” 

It is unbelievable to me It is unbelievable to me It is unbelievable to me 
that they are completely that they are completely that they are completely 

Source: Abridged review of party rental store on Yelp Source: Abridged review of party rental store on Yelp 
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booked for an entire booked for an entire 
month… I find it 
booked for an entire 
month… I find it month… I find it 
ludicrous that they are ludicrous that they are ludicrous that they are 
incapable of providing 10 
ludicrous that they are 
incapable of providing 10 incapable of providing 10 
tables and 100 chairs for 
incapable of providing 10 
tables and 100 chairs for tables and 100 chairs for 
our ceremony.  
tables and 100 chairs for 
our ceremony.  

           -Thomas A 
our ceremony.  our ceremony.  

           -Thomas A            -Thomas A 
Source: Abridged review of party rental store on Yelp Source: Abridged review of party rental store on Yelp 
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WORTH YOUR TIME? WORTH YOUR TIME? 
ORM 
    

WORTH YOUR TIME? WORTH YOUR TIME? 
ORMORMORMORMORMORMORMORM
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Traffic to the top 10 review sites grew on Traffic to the top 10 review sites grew on Traffic to the top 10 review sites grew on 
average 
Traffic to the top 10 review sites grew on 
average 

158% 

average 

158%158%
Source: Complete.com Source: Complete.com
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of consumers who made a purchase of consumers who made a purchase of consumers who made a purchase 

based on a review found it to be accurate. 
of consumers who made a purchase of consumers who made a purchase 

based on a review found it to be accurate. based on a review found it to be accurate. based on a review found it to be accurate. based on a review found it to be accurate. 

97%  
of consumers who made a purchase of consumers who made a purchase 

97%%
Source: comScore/The Kelsey Group      Source: comScore/The Kelsey Group
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of consumers read online of consumers read online 
reviews to determine if a local reviews to determine if a local reviews to determine if a local 
business is good or bad. business is good or bad. business is good or bad. 

85% 
    

of consumers read online of consumers read online 

8585858585858585858585% 
Source: BrightLocal Source: BrightLocal
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of consumers say positive online reviews of consumers say positive online reviews 
make them trust a business more. 
of consumers say positive online reviews 
make them trust a business more. make them trust a business more. 

77% 
    

of consumers say positive online reviews of consumers say positive online reviews 

7777777777777777777777% 
Source: BrightLocal Source: BrightLocal

TRUST 
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of consumers trust online reviews as of consumers trust online reviews as 
much as personal recommendations. much as personal recommendations. much as personal recommendations. 

79% 
    

of consumers trust online reviews as of consumers trust online reviews as 

7979797979797979797979% 
Source: BrightLocal Source: BrightLocal

TRUST 
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have more confidence in  have more confidence in  
info found online than they do  info found online than they do  info found online than they do  info found online than they do  
in sales clerks or other sources. 
info found online than they do  info found online than they do  
in sales clerks or other sources.in sales clerks or other sources.

92% 
    

have more confidence in  have more confidence in  

9292929292929292929292% 
Source: Wall Street Journal Source: Wall Street Journal 
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who read reviews, share them with who read reviews, share them with 
friends, family and colleagues… thus 
who read reviews, share them with 
friends, family and colleagues… thus friends, family and colleagues… thus 
amplifying their impact. 
friends, family and colleagues… thus 
amplifying their impact.amplifying their impact.

7in10 
    

who read reviews, share them with who read reviews, share them with 

77777777777in10
Source: Deloitte & Touche Source: Deloitte & Touche
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While testimonials and case studies  While testimonials and case studies  
only influence about half of us… 
While testimonials and case studies  
only influence about half of us… only influence about half of us… 
 
only influence about half of us… 

 
 
 Source: survey conducted at davidmcbee.com Source: survey conducted at davidmcbee.com 
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Reviews influence Reviews influence 
 
 
 
 
 
 
of consumers to make a purchase. of consumers to make a purchase. 

97% 
Reviews influence Reviews influence 

of consumers to make a purchase. of consumers to make a purchase. 

9797979797979797979797% 
Source: survey conducted at davidmcbee.com Source: survey conducted at davidmcbee.com 
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A one-star rating decrease has the A one-star rating decrease has the 
potential to cause up to 
A one-star rating decrease has the 
potential to cause up to potential to cause up to 
 
 
 
 
 
 
loss in revenue.  

Source: Cone Research. (Study specific to restaurants) Source: Cone Research. (Study specific to restaurants) 

5% to 9% 
potential to cause up to potential to cause up to 

loss in revenue.  loss in revenue.  loss in revenue.  
55555555555555% to9999999% % % 
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consumers have reversed their consumers have reversed their 
purchase decision based on purchase decision based on purchase decision based on 

negative reviews. 
purchase decision based on 

negative reviews.negative reviews.

4 out of 5 
  

consumers have reversed their consumers have reversed their 

4out of55555555555
Source: Cone Communication Source: Cone Communication 
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I’m so glad I read the I’m so glad I read the 
reviews before I made the 
I’m so glad I read the 
reviews before I made the reviews before I made the 
mistake of signing up for mistake of signing up for mistake of signing up for 
a membership… 
mistake of signing up for 
a membership… a membership… 

Source: Abridged review of professional association on Yelp Source: Abridged review of professional association on Yelp 
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On average, satisfied customers tell  On average, satisfied customers tell  
 
 
 
 
 
 
people about their good experiences. people about their good experiences. 
15 
On average, satisfied customers tell  On average, satisfied customers tell  

people about their good experiences. people about their good experiences. 
15

Source: CBS moneywatch Source: CBS moneywatch 
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On average, dissatisfied customers tell  On average, dissatisfied customers tell  
 
 
 
 
 
 
people about their poor experiences. people about their poor experiences. 
24 
On average, dissatisfied customers tell  On average, dissatisfied customers tell  

people about their poor experiences. people about their poor experiences. 
2424242424242424242424

Source: CBS moneywatch Source: CBS moneywatch 
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Reviews can boost conversions  Reviews can boost conversions  
more than 
Reviews can boost conversions  
more than more than 

20% 
more than 

20% 
Source: Bazaarvoice.com Source: Bazaarvoice.com
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Reviews are Reviews are Reviews are 
 
 
 
 
 
 
of the local search ranking algorithm. of the local search ranking algorithm. 
10% 
Reviews are 

of the local search ranking algorithm. of the local search ranking algorithm. 
10% 

Source: seoMoz Source: seoMoz

REVIEWS REVIEWS REVIEWS REVIEWS REVIEWS REVIEWS REVIEWS REVIEWS 

LOCATION LOCATION LOCATION LOCATION LOCATION 

 CONTENT  CONTENT 

LINKS LINKS LINKS LINKS LINKS LINKS LINKS LINKS 

SOCIAL SOCIAL SOCIAL SOCIAL SOCIAL 
VIDEO VIDEO VIDEO 
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Reviews create a STAND OUT on the Reviews create a STAND OUT on the 
search engine results page. 

Reviews create a STAND OUT on the 
search engine results page. search engine results page. 
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Reviews create a STAND OUT on the 
search engine results page. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: seoMoz 

Reviews create a STAND OUT on the Reviews create a STAND OUT on the 
search engine results page. search engine results page. search engine results page. 

Source: seoMozSource: seoMoz



Find & Evaluate Find & Evaluate 

&& MENTIONS 
Find & Evaluate Find & Evaluate 

&MENTIONS MENTIONS &MENTIONS &      REVIEWS &&MENTIONS MENTIONS &MENTIONS &&      &REVIEWSREVIEWS&REVIEWS&REVIEWSREVIEWS&REVIEWS&
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Set up GOOGLE ALERTS Set up GOOGLE ALERTS 

Go to www.google.com/alerts Go to www.google.com/alerts 
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Because they offer no notification to the Because they offer no notification to the 
business owner, you’ll need to MANUALY 
Because they offer no notification to the 
business owner, you’ll need to MANUALY business owner, you’ll need to MANUALY 
monitor directories and review sites. 
business owner, you’ll need to MANUALY 
monitor directories and review sites. monitor directories and review sites. 
 
monitor directories and review sites. 
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Review Review 
monitoring 
Review 
monitoring monitoring 
& building 
monitoring 
& building & building 
monitoring 
& building 
monitoring 

services: 
& building 
services: services: 
& building 
services: 
& building 
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Get more Get more 

&& REVIEWS 
Get more Get more 

&REVIEWS REVIEWS &REVIEWS &        PRESS &&REVIEWS REVIEWS &REVIEWS &&   &&     &PRESSPRESS
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of consumers read online reviews.  of consumers read online reviews. 

90% 
    

of consumers read online reviews. of consumers read online reviews. 

9090909090909090909090% 
Source: Local Viewpoints Source: Local Viewpoints 

Great customer service. 
Friendly staff took great 

care of my wedding.  
–B Morgan. 
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6% 6% 
Source: Local Viewpoints Source: Local Viewpoints 

write them. write them. write them. 

O
N
L
Y

O
N
L
Y 
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38% 38% % % 
Source: Harris Poll Source: Harris Poll 

  
 
  

 3838 3838 3838 3838 3838
aim to influence others aim to influence others aim to influence others aim to influence others 
when they express their when they express their when they express their when they express their 
preferences online. 
when they express their 
preferences online.preferences online.

Listen  Listen
to me.ttoooooo mmmmmmmmmmeeeeee. 
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feel they can be brutally feel they can be brutally 
honest on the internet. 
feel they can be brutally 
honest on the internet.honest on the internet.

46% 
    

feel they can be brutally feel they can be brutally 

4646464646464646464646% 
Source: Harris Poll Source: Harris Poll 
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If you are having a party If you are having a party 
for dogs, then this is the 
If you are having a party 
for dogs, then this is the for dogs, then this is the 
place for you. Their 
for dogs, then this is the 
place for you. Their place for you. Their 
dinnerware comes with 
place for you. Their 
dinnerware comes with dinnerware comes with 
dried food already on it. I dried food already on it. I dried food already on it. I 
do not recommend. 
dried food already on it. I 
do not recommend. do not recommend. 

Source: Edited/abridged review of party rental on YP.com Source: Edited/abridged review of party rental on YP.com
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Create strategies that Create strategies that Create strategies that 
remind customers to 
Create strategies that Create strategies that 
remind customers to remind customers to remind customers to remind customers to 
share their share their share their share their share their 
experience online. 
share their share their 
experience online. experience online. experience online. experience online. 
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example on 
page 

example on example on 
page 



example on 
page 

example on example on 
page 





direct mail piece direct mail piece 









Don’t offer incentives for reviews. Don’t offer incentives for reviews. 

DISCOUNTS DISCOUNTSDISCOUNTS
FREE STUFF FREE STUFFFREE STUFFFREE STUFF
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ASK ASK ASK ASK 
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GO THE GO THE GO THE GO THE 
EXTRA MILE 
GO THE 
EXTRA MILE EXTRA MILE EXTRA MILE 
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BE BE 
AWESOME 

BE 
AWESOME AWESOME AWESOME AWESOME 
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There needs to be an There needs to be an 
option for more stars, 
There needs to be an 
option for more stars, option for more stars, 
because five is nowhere 
option for more stars, 
because five is nowhere because five is nowhere 
near enough. Thank you, 
because five is nowhere 
near enough. Thank you, near enough. Thank you, 
Max! We love you! 
near enough. Thank you, 
Max! We love you! Max! We love you! 

Source: Yelp review of Gatsby Entertainment  Source: Yelp review of Gatsby Entertainment  
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Dealing with Dealing with 

NEGATIVE 
Dealing with 

NEGATIVE 
REVIEWS 
NEGATIVE 
REVIEWS REVIEWS 
    
REVIEWS 
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all negative all negative 
reviews are bad. 
all negative 
reviews are bad.reviews are bad.
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NEGATIVE REVIEWS MAY: NEGATIVE REVIEWS MAY: 
•! Project legitimacy & authenticity • Project legitimacy & authenticity 
•! Correct issues that need correcting 

Project legitimacy & authenticity 
• Correct issues that need correcting 
•! Steer potential customers away 

Correct issues that need correcting 
• Steer potential customers away 

from a bad fit 
Steer potential customers away 
from a bad fit 

•! Demonstrate care and service by • Demonstrate care and service by 
how you respond 
Demonstrate care and service by 
how you respond 
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Readers of mixed reviews form more Readers of mixed reviews form more Readers of mixed reviews form more 
positive judgments of brand than those 
Readers of mixed reviews form more Readers of mixed reviews form more 
positive judgments of brand than those positive judgments of brand than those positive judgments of brand than those positive judgments of brand than those 
exposed to positive reviews alone. 
positive judgments of brand than those positive judgments of brand than those 
exposed to positive reviews alone. exposed to positive reviews alone. exposed to positive reviews alone. exposed to positive reviews alone. 

Source: Coker Source: Coker 

exposed to positive reviews alone. exposed to positive reviews alone. 

Source: Coker 
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NEGATIVE REVIEWS MAY: NEGATIVE REVIEWS MAY: 
•! Project legitimacy & authenticity • Project legitimacy & authenticity 
•! Correct issues that need correcting 

Project legitimacy & authenticity 
• Correct issues that need correcting 
•! Steer potential customers away 

Correct issues that need correcting 
• Steer potential customers away 

from a bad fit 
Steer potential customers away 
from a bad fit 

•! Demonstrate care and service by • Demonstrate care and service by 
how you respond 
Demonstrate care and service by 
how you respond 
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For every customer complaint, there are For every customer complaint, there are 
 
 
 
 
 
 

unhappy customers who  unhappy customers who  
have remained silent.  

unhappy customers who  
have remained silent.  have remained silent.  

26 
For every customer complaint, there are 

unhappy customers who  unhappy customers who  

26
Source: Lee Resource Source: Lee Resource 
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I never had a harder time I never had a harder time 
trying to make a purchase 
I never had a harder time 
trying to make a purchase trying to make a purchase 
than in the 60 seconds I 
trying to make a purchase 
than in the 60 seconds I than in the 60 seconds I 
spent on the phone with 
than in the 60 seconds I 
spent on the phone with spent on the phone with 
the receptionist… 
spent on the phone with 
the receptionist… the receptionist… 

Source: Abridged review of party rental on Yelp Source: Abridged review of party rental on Yelp 
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me: Hi I’m calling to get a me: Hi I’m calling to get a 
quote on table rentals 
me: Hi I’m calling to get a 
quote on table rentals quote on table rentals 
lady: For what? 
quote on table rentals 
lady: For what? lady: For what? 
me: five 6’ tables, 11 
lady: For what? 
me: five 6’ tables, 11 me: five 6’ tables, 11 
linens and buckets if you 
me: five 6’ tables, 11 
linens and buckets if you linens and buckets if you 
have them 
linens and buckets if you 
have them have them 

Source: Abridged review of party rental on Yelp Source: Abridged review of party rental on Yelp 
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lady: Ten ninety-five lady: Ten ninety-five 
me: $1095!? 
lady: Ten ninety-five 
me: $1095!? me: $1095!? 
lady: Ten ninety-five 
me: $1095!? 
lady: Ten ninety-five 

lady: No. $10.95 EACH 
me: $1095!? 
lady: No. $10.95 EACH lady: No. $10.95 EACH 
me: What’s $10.95? The 
lady: No. $10.95 EACH 
me: What’s $10.95? The me: What’s $10.95? The 
lady: No. $10.95 EACH 
me: What’s $10.95? The 
lady: No. $10.95 EACH 

tables? 
me: What’s $10.95? The 
tables? tables? 
lady: (exasperated sigh) 
tables? 
lady: (exasperated sigh) lady: (exasperated sigh) 
Yes. 
lady: (exasperated sigh) 
Yes. 

Source: Abridged review of party rental on Yelp Source: Abridged review of party rental on Yelp 
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me: Well what about the me: Well what about the 
whole order, 5 tables, 11 
me: Well what about the 
whole order, 5 tables, 11 whole order, 5 tables, 11 
linens… 
whole order, 5 tables, 11 
linens… linens… 
lady: Depends 
linens… 
lady: Depends lady: Depends 
me: Depends on what? 
lady: Depends 
me: Depends on what? me: Depends on what? 
lady: A lot of stuff. When 
me: Depends on what? 
lady: A lot of stuff. When lady: A lot of stuff. When 
you want delivery and  
lady: A lot of stuff. When 
you want delivery and  you want delivery and  

Source: Abridged review of party rental on Yelp Source: Abridged review of party rental on Yelp 
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lady: pick up, etc. lady: pick up, etc. 
me: Okay, well I’d like a 
lady: pick up, etc. 
me: Okay, well I’d like a me: Okay, well I’d like a 
quote so what 
me: Okay, well I’d like a 
quote so what quote so what 
information do you need 
quote so what 
information do you need information do you need 
from me? 
information do you need 
from me? from me? 
lady: Depends. 
from me? 
lady: Depends. lady: Depends. 
me: Please tell me? 
lady: Depends. 
me: Please tell me? me: Please tell me? 

Source: Abridged review of party rental on Yelp Source: Abridged review of party rental on Yelp 
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lady: Hold on. lady: Hold on. 
 
lady: Hold on. 

:: CLICK :: :: CLICK :: :: CLICK :: 
 
:: CLICK :: 

Then she hung up on me. Then she hung up on me. Then she hung up on me. 
I called back and got 
Then she hung up on me. 
I called back and got I called back and got 
voice mail. 
I called back and got 
voice mail. voice mail. 

Source: Abridged review of party rental on Yelp Source: Abridged review of party rental on Yelp 
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NEGATIVE REVIEWS MAY: NEGATIVE REVIEWS MAY: 
•! Project legitimacy & authenticity • Project legitimacy & authenticity 
•! Correct issues that need correcting 

Project legitimacy & authenticity 
• Correct issues that need correcting 
•! Steer potential customers away 

Correct issues that need correcting 
• Steer potential customers away 

from a bad fit 
Steer potential customers away 
from a bad fit 

•! Demonstrate care and service by • Demonstrate care and service by 
how you respond 
Demonstrate care and service by 
how you respond 
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Research by TripAdvisor found that Research by TripAdvisor found that 
 
 
 
 
 
 
of readers of negative reviews say they of readers of negative reviews say they 
are reassured by responses from 
of readers of negative reviews say they 
are reassured by responses from are reassured by responses from 
business owners. 
are reassured by responses from 
business owners. business owners. 

79% 
Research by TripAdvisorResearch by 

of readers of negative reviews say they of readers of negative reviews say they of readers of negative reviews say they 
are reassured by responses from are reassured by responses from 

7979797979797979797979% 
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Respond to all negative reviews. Respond to all negative reviews. 
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Do not respond to positive reviews. Do not respond to positive reviews. 
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RESPONSE RESPONSE 
TIME TIME TIME 
 
Respond in hours or Respond in hours or Respond in hours or 
days, not weeks or 
Respond in hours or 
days, not weeks or days, not weeks or 
months. 
days, not weeks or 
months. months. 

Source: comScore Source: comScore 
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This place blows, here’s This place blows, here’s 
why… [blah blah blah] 
This place blows, here’s 
why… [blah blah blah] why… [blah blah blah] 
 
why… [blah blah blah] 

Then it went down the Then it went down the Then it went down the 
toilet… [blah blah blah] toilet… [blah blah blah] toilet… [blah blah blah] 

Source: Abridged review of furniture store on Yelp as reported by UNMARKETING podcast Source: Abridged review of furniture store on Yelp as reported by UNMARKETING podcast 
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I am the owner of I am the owner of 
[business name]. I 
I am the owner of 
[business name]. I [business name]. I 
apologize for the issues 
[business name]. I 
apologize for the issues apologize for the issues 
in which you are having 
apologize for the issues 
in which you are having in which you are having 
and would be more than 
in which you are having 
and would be more than and would be more than 
happy to personally 
and would be more than 
happy to personally happy to personally 
assist you with getting  
happy to personally 
assist you with getting  assist you with getting  

Source: Abridged review of furniture store on Yelp as reported by UNMARKETING podcast Source: Abridged review of furniture store on Yelp as reported by UNMARKETING podcast 
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this resolved this resolved 
immediately. I need a 
this resolved 
immediately. I need a immediately. I need a 
little more information in 
immediately. I need a 
little more information in little more information in 
order to proceed, if you 
little more information in 
order to proceed, if you order to proceed, if you 
would be so kind to email 
order to proceed, if you 
would be so kind to email would be so kind to email 
me at [email]… I will get 
would be so kind to email 
me at [email]… I will get me at [email]… I will get 
right on this for you. 
me at [email]… I will get 
right on this for you. right on this for you. 

Source: Abridged review of furniture store on Yelp as reported by UNMARKETING podcast Source: Abridged review of furniture store on Yelp as reported by UNMARKETING podcast 
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I assure you we take our I assure you we take our 
customer experience very 
I assure you we take our 
customer experience very customer experience very 
serious and we obviously 
customer experience very 
serious and we obviously serious and we obviously 
let you down and I will 
serious and we obviously 
let you down and I will let you down and I will 
address this right away. 
let you down and I will 
address this right away. address this right away. 
Thank you and I look 
address this right away. 
Thank you and I look Thank you and I look 
forward to your email. 
Thank you and I look 
forward to your email. forward to your email. 

Source: Abridged review of furniture store on Yelp as reported by UNMARKETING podcast Source: Abridged review of furniture store on Yelp as reported by UNMARKETING podcast 
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After my scathing Yelp After my scathing Yelp 
review, I was immediately 
After my scathing Yelp 
review, I was immediately review, I was immediately 
and (I mean immediately) 
review, I was immediately 
and (I mean immediately) and (I mean immediately) 
contacted by the owner. 
and (I mean immediately) 
contacted by the owner. contacted by the owner. 
[name] is courteous, 
contacted by the owner. 
[name] is courteous, [name] is courteous, 
professional and kind. He 
[name] is courteous, 
professional and kind. He professional and kind. He 
followed up with   
professional and kind. He 
followed up with   followed up with   

Source: Abridged review of furniture store on Yelp as reported by UNMARKETING podcast Source: Abridged review of furniture store on Yelp as reported by UNMARKETING podcast 
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everything he stated he everything he stated he 
was going to do very 
everything he stated he 
was going to do very was going to do very 
promptly. His apology felt 
was going to do very 
promptly. His apology felt promptly. His apology felt 
sincere, and because of 
promptly. His apology felt 
sincere, and because of sincere, and because of 
him I don’t think I’d 
sincere, and because of 
him I don’t think I’d him I don’t think I’d 
hesitate to shop at the 
him I don’t think I’d 
hesitate to shop at the hesitate to shop at the 
stores he owns. 
hesitate to shop at the 
stores he owns. stores he owns. 

Source: Abridged review of furniture store on Yelp as reported by UNMARKETING podcast Source: Abridged review of furniture store on Yelp as reported by UNMARKETING podcast 
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Thank the reviewer. Thank the reviewer. 

Thank You!
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Don’t try to win. Don’t try to win. 
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Respond privately. Respond privately. 
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Consider compensation with caution. Consider compensation with caution. 

$$ $$ 
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Thank you for your Thank you for your 
review. I am very sorry for 
Thank you for your 
review. I am very sorry for review. I am very sorry for 
your poor experience. 
review. I am very sorry for 
your poor experience. your poor experience. 
Please allow me to make 
your poor experience. 
Please allow me to make Please allow me to make 
it up to you by offering it up to you by offering it up to you by offering 
you a free dinner… 
it up to you by offering 
you a free dinner… you a free dinner… 

Source: email from local restaurant Source: email from local restaurant 
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If your efforts bear fruit, request removal If your efforts bear fruit, request removal 
or an update to the review. 
If your efforts bear fruit, request removal 
or an update to the review. or an update to the review. 
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FALL ON THE SWORD FALL ON THE SWORD 
 

Right or wrong. True or Right or wrong. True or Right or wrong. True or 
false. Accurate or lies. It 
Right or wrong. True or 
false. Accurate or lies. It false. Accurate or lies. It 
does not matter.  You are does not matter.  You are does not matter.  You are 
not responding for the 
does not matter.  You are 
not responding for the not responding for the 
benefit of the reviewer.  
not responding for the 
benefit of the reviewer.  benefit of the reviewer.  
 
You are responding for the You are responding for the You are responding for the 
benefit of future readers.  
You are responding for the 
benefit of future readers.  benefit of future readers.  
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..disappointed with the ..disappointed with the 
attitude he portrayed with 
..disappointed with the 
attitude he portrayed with attitude he portrayed with 
my wedding entourage… 
attitude he portrayed with 
my wedding entourage… my wedding entourage… 
there were several 
my wedding entourage… 
there were several there were several 
complaints about his complaints about his complaints about his 
courtesy…  
complaints about his 
courtesy…  courtesy…  
not impressed… 
courtesy…  courtesy…  
not impressed… not impressed… 

Source: Abridged review wedding photographer on Google+ Source: Abridged review wedding photographer on Google+ 
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I apologize if my attitude I apologize if my attitude 
came across the wrong 
I apologize if my attitude 
came across the wrong came across the wrong 
way at [name]’s wedding. 
came across the wrong 
way at [name]’s wedding. way at [name]’s wedding. 
Having gone through the 
way at [name]’s wedding. 
Having gone through the Having gone through the 
photos… I assure you it 
Having gone through the 
photos… I assure you it photos… I assure you it 
was a happy occasion. 
photos… I assure you it 
was a happy occasion. was a happy occasion. 
[name] looks so 
was a happy occasion. 
[name] looks so [name] looks so 

Source: Abridged review wedding photographer on Google+ Source: Abridged review wedding photographer on Google+ 
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distinguished and [name] distinguished and [name] 
was a gorgeous bride! It 
distinguished and [name] 
was a gorgeous bride! It was a gorgeous bride! It 
really was special. 
was a gorgeous bride! It 
really was special. really was special. 
 
really was special. 

There were over thirty There were over thirty There were over thirty 
people in the wedding 
There were over thirty 
people in the wedding people in the wedding 
party, and getting them to 
people in the wedding 
party, and getting them to party, and getting them to 

Source: Abridged review wedding photographer on Google+ Source: Abridged review wedding photographer on Google+ 
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do things was a do things was a 
challenge. Possibly 
do things was a 
challenge. Possibly challenge. Possibly 
because of the size of the 
challenge. Possibly 
because of the size of the because of the size of the 
group. During the shoot 
because of the size of the 
group. During the shoot group. During the shoot 
there were people (who 
group. During the shoot 
there were people (who there were people (who 
were not in the wedding 
there were people (who 
were not in the wedding were not in the wedding 
party) stepping into the  
were not in the wedding 
party) stepping into the  party) stepping into the  

Source: Abridged review wedding photographer on Google+ Source: Abridged review wedding photographer on Google+ 
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frame of my shots and, frame of my shots and, 
unfortunately, to capture 
frame of my shots and, 
unfortunately, to capture unfortunately, to capture 
moments I had to act 
unfortunately, to capture 
moments I had to act moments I had to act 
fast. Maybe I was too 
moments I had to act 
fast. Maybe I was too fast. Maybe I was too 
assertive with these 
fast. Maybe I was too 
assertive with these assertive with these 
people and they 
assertive with these 
people and they people and they 
complained about me. 
people and they 
complained about me. complained about me. 

Source: Abridged review wedding photographer on Google+ Source: Abridged review wedding photographer on Google+ 
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I take what I do very I take what I do very 
seriously and work very 
I take what I do very 
seriously and work very seriously and work very 
hard to make sure that 
seriously and work very 
hard to make sure that hard to make sure that 
my obligations are met. 
hard to make sure that 
my obligations are met. my obligations are met. 
I’m a passionate artist 
my obligations are met. 
I’m a passionate artist I’m a passionate artist 
and my heart is on my 
I’m a passionate artist 
and my heart is on my and my heart is on my 
sleeve when I’m working. 
and my heart is on my 
sleeve when I’m working. sleeve when I’m working. 

Source: Abridged review wedding photographer on Google+ Source: Abridged review wedding photographer on Google+ 
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However, going forward However, going forward 
I’ll certainly keep in mind 
However, going forward 
I’ll certainly keep in mind I’ll certainly keep in mind 
the experience I had on 
I’ll certainly keep in mind 
the experience I had on the experience I had on 
that day and learn what I 
the experience I had on 
that day and learn what I that day and learn what I 
can from it. Thank you for 
that day and learn what I 
can from it. Thank you for can from it. Thank you for 
your feedback. 
can from it. Thank you for 
your feedback. your feedback. 

Source: Abridged review wedding photographer on Google+ Source: Abridged review wedding photographer on Google+ 
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Things to Things to 
 
 
 
when getting  when getting  when getting  when getting  

AVOID 
Things to Things to 

AVOID AVOID AVOID AVOID AVOID 
 when getting  

AVOID 

REVIEWS 
when getting  when getting  when getting  when getting  

REVIEWS REVIEWS REVIEWS REVIEWS 
    
REVIEWS 
   

! 
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DON’T DON’T 
•! Get a lot of reviews too quickly • Get a lot of reviews too quickly Get a lot of reviews too quickly 
•! Get multiple reviews from one IP 

Get a lot of reviews too quickly 
• Get multiple reviews from one IP 
•! Put URLs in the reviews 

Get multiple reviews from one IP 
• Put URLs in the reviews 
•! Offer incentives • Offer incentives 
•! Buy reviews – ever ever ever • Buy reviews – ever ever ever
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Having trouble with a Google review? Having trouble with a Google review? 

Go to www.support.google.com/business Go to www.support.google.com/business 
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OWN OWN 
PAGE 
OWN 
PAGE PAGE 
ONE 
PAGE 
ONE ONE 
    
ONE 
   

1 
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Claim and maintain your business 
profiles. 
 
Local News Sites, Local Yellow Pages, Yelp, 
Google+, Yahoo Local, CitySearch, 
Foursquare, YP.com, Facebook, Twitter, 
YouTube  

Source: Source: 

Claim and maintain your business Claim and maintain your business 
profiles. profiles. profiles. 

Local News Sites, Local Yellow Pages, Yelp, Local News Sites, Local Yellow Pages, Yelp, Local News Sites, Local Yellow Pages, Yelp, 
Google+, Yahoo Local, CitySearch, Google+, Yahoo Local, CitySearch, Google+, Yahoo Local, CitySearch, 
Foursquare, Foursquare, YP.comYP.com, Facebook, Twitter, , Facebook, Twitter, 
YouTube  YouTube  
Foursquare, 
YouTube  YouTube  

Source: 



CLAIM YOUR PROFILES CLAIM YOUR PROFILES 
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TAKE TAKE 
ACTION 
TAKE 
ACTION ACTION 
TODAY 
ACTION 
TODAY TODAY 
    
TODAY 
   

X
O 

X
O 

X
O 

XX X
X

X X
X

X

O O O 

O O 
O O 
O 
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1. 1.1.
ASK EVERY ASK EVERY 
CUSTOMER 
ASK EVERY 
CUSTOMER CUSTOMER 
for a review   
CUSTOMER 
for a review  for a review  

    1.1.   1.   1.
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2. 2.
MAKE IT MAKE IT 

EASY 
MAKE IT 

EASY EASY 
for them to 

EASY 
for them to for them to 
review your 
for them to 
review your review your 

business 
review your 

businessbusiness
review your 

business
review your 

    
2.
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3. 3.
PROVIDE A PROVIDE A 
REMINDER 
PROVIDE A 
REMINDER REMINDER 
with a  link 
REMINDER 
with a  link with a  link 

or a QR code 
with a  link 

or a QR codeor a QR code
    3.   
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4. 4.
CLAIM, CLAIM, 

MAINTAIN & 
CLAIM, 

MAINTAIN & MAINTAIN & 
MONITOR 

MAINTAIN & 
MONITOR MONITOR 

your profiles 
MONITOR 

your profilesyour profiles
    4.   
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 ORM… ORM… 
TAKE THE 
ORM… 
TAKE THE TAKE THE 
INITIATVE 
TAKE THE 
INITIATVE INITIATVE 
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Q&A Q&AQ&AQ&A
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David and his team can help you with web design, search David and his team can help you with web design, search 
engine marketing, social media, and other digital strategies. 
David and his team can help you with web design, search 
engine marketing, social media, and other digital strategies. 
 
engine marketing, social media, and other digital strategies. 

Contact David at david@davidmcbee.com or call 913.915.4282. Contact David at david@davidmcbee.com or call 913.915.4282.
 
Contact David at 

Keep up with David on social media: Keep up with David on social media: 
       facebook.com/davidknowssearch 
Keep up with David on social media: 
       facebook.com/davidknowssearch 
       twitter.com/davidmcbee        twitter.com/davidmcbee 
       linkedin.com/in/davidmcbee        linkedin.com/in/davidmcbee 
 
       linkedin.com/in/davidmcbee 

  

       facebook.com/davidknowssearch 
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